The article discusses the possibility that Avicenna's magnum opus in philosophy might have had multiple recensions, either by the author himself, or in a very early phase of its manuscript transmission, possibly as a result of scholarly discussions within Avicenna's school. As test case, the fifth treatise of the metaphysical section (Ilāhiyyāt) of the Kitāb al-Šifāʾ is chosen: in some very ancient testimonia, this treatise presents an arrangement of chapters that is coherent and straightforward, but sensibly different-both in the number and the disposition of chapters-from the mainstream version transmitted by the current printed editions of the work. Some hypotheses on the origin of these variations-which cannot be classified as simple accidents of transmission, on account of their rational and macroscopic character-are finally advanced. Appendix B fixes to six the number of codices employed in the standard edition of the Ilāhiyyāt published in Cairo in 1960.
one authorial version of this work ever circulated, or different versions of it existed from a certain point of Avicenna's life onward. In the latter alternative, if we assume that both the original and the modified version of the work were disseminated through the process of copying, we should assume the presence of different recensions of the work in the manuscript tradition. For the prospective critical editor, asking this question is tantamount to investigating whether the entire manuscript tradition of the Šifāʾ converges towards a single archetype, or rather it stems originally from distinct archetypes, whose number will depend on the amount of Avicenna's successive interventions on the work. The consequences of this alternative are, needless to say, momentous.
The possible existence of different recensions of some of Avicenna's minor works has been documented. 1 We know, likewise, that among other Medieval Arabic philosophers the practice of revising already finished works was quite common, the most notorious case being that of the Aristotelian commentaries by Averroes. 2 To the best of my knowledge, however, the issue that concerns us here has never been directly discussed with reference to Avicenna's Šifāʾ. In connection with this work only the question of whether certain of its parts, in the form according to which they have been transmitted, might have been left unfinished by Avicenna and thus reflect a preliminary stage of composition of the work, has been raised, with uncertain outcomes. 3 By contrast, a series of biographical circumstances converge in making the hypothesis of authorial revisions of the Šifāʾ plausible. To start with, we are informed that Avicenna's masterpiece in philosophy was not commissioned by an external patron, but rather requested by the circle of Avicenna's disciples, above all by Avicenna's "secretary" Abū ʿUbayd al-Ǧūzǧānī, who kept in all likelihood a copy of the [8] [9] [10] [11] revision , and completeness of the treatise"). 3) The eleventh treatise of the zoological part (Ḣayawān) of the Šifāʾ, consisting of six lines in the Cairo edition of the work (Ibn Sīnā, al-Šifāʾ, al-Ṫabīʿiyyāt, al-Ḣayawān, ed . by ʿAbd al-Ḣalīm Muntaṡir, Saʿīd Zāyid, ʿAbd Allāh Ismāʿīl [Cairo: al-Hayʾa al-miṡriyya al-ʿāmma li-l-taʾlīf wa-l-našr, 1970] , 188), is regarded as unfinished by Bāsim F. Musallam, "Avicenna. Biology and Medicine, " in Encyclopaedia Iranica, ed. by Ehsan Yarshater, vol. III (London-Boston: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1987) , 94-99. Musallam's opinion is cautiously discussed by Remke Kruk, "Ibn Sīnā on Animals: Between the First Teacher and the Physician, " in Avicenna and His Heritage: Proceedings of the International Colloquium "Avicenna and his Heritage, " Leuven-Louvain-la-Neuve, 8-11 September 1999, ed. by Jules Janssens and Daniel De Smet (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2002) , 325-341. work at Avicenna's disposal as part of this latter's library. 4 Moreover, the work at hand is a summa of enormous extent and immense doctrinal density, rightly considered the quintessence of Avicenna's thought in all fields of philosophy, that was written about ten years before the author's death, during the mature-but in no way last-period of Avicenna's life. Finally, we know that the lively discussions performed within Avicenna's group of disciples targeted also doctrines of the Šifāʾ, thus prompting Avicenna to clarify and possibly revise his thought. 5 The aim of the present contribution is to show that also the manuscript tradition of Avicenna's work provides evidence that must be kept into account in order to provide a sensible answer to the question under discussion.
In what follows, I will take into account one of the loci of the Šifāʾ that are preserved by the available testimonia in a particularly great variety of different forms. Object of investigation will be the fifth treatise of the metaphysical section of Avicenna's work (Ilāhiyyāt), devoted to the metaphysical treatment of the doctrine of universals, after its first account in logic. In the following pages, special attention will be paid to the number and disposition of the chapters of this treatise as they appear in the Cairo standard printed version of the Ilāhiyyāt, in Arabic codices not taken into account by the Cairo editors, and in the Latin Medieval translation. The additional evidence analyzed here documents substantial variations with respect to the Cairo edition: modifications consist in the split of single chapters into distinct textual units, the merge of pairs of chapters (both consecutive and non-consecutive) into a single chapter, and the transposition of chapters (both single chapters and pairs of chapters merged together) before or after the place they occupy in the Cairo edition. First, I will expound the outline of treatise V that appears in the Cairo edition, pointing to its problematic aspects. Then, in the following three sections, I will indicate the existence, in Arabic codices and in the Latin translation, of modifications of the structure of treatise V as reported by the Cairo edition, in which the problems faced in this latter do not subsist. If at least some of the differences taken into account here should prove to be other than mechanical accidents or scribal interventions, they might indicate the existence of different recensions of the work. 1-25 (4-8) . 5) A statement by Avicenna's disciple Ibn Zayla is worth quoting in this regard (translation taken from David C. Reisman, The Making of the Avicennan Tradition: The Transmission, Contents, and Structure of Ibn Sīnā's al-Mubāḣatāt (The Discussions) [Leiden: Brill, 2002], 195-196 , slightly modified; cf. Al-Rahim, "Avicenna's Immediate Disciples, " 14): "In our Master's statement at the beginning of The Cure, I came upon some contradictory and conflicting points that fall outside the consensus of scholars. So it would behoove him to provide a correction of that and to disclose the [different possible] points of view, if he can" (emphasis mine).
The present survey is based on a limited sample of the numerous codices that form the massive manuscript tradition of the Ilāhiyyāt, and contains the provisional results of a still ongoing research on the subject. 6 The Cairo edition of the Ilāhiyyāt is based on five main codices, an additional manuscript consulted occasionally, and the Tehran lithograph of 1303H/1885. 7 Only two of the main manuscripts used in the edition are dated: the most ancient of them was copied in the thirteenth century (Dār al-Kutub al-Miṡriyya, 144˙hikma [684H/1285] ), the other in the seventeenth century, whereas the additional codex consulted by the Cairo editors is much more recent (twentieth century), although depending on an exemplar of the sixteenth century (see the conspectus in Appendix B); the manuscript basis of the Tehran lithograph, on the other hand, remains obscure. On account of the current available information, a considerable number of dated manuscripts containing the Ilāhiyyāt, of different geographical provenience, antedate the most ancient manuscript used in the Cairo edition. Of these, at least three known dated codices go back to the twelfth century (the most ancient of them is the ms. Tehran, Millī Malik Library 1085 [509H/1115]), whereas several others are of the thirteenth century. The Latin translation should be grouped together with the most ancient manuscripts of the Ilāhiyyāt, since it was made from an Arabic exemplar of the last decades of the twelfth century, at the latest, and is therefore one of the earliest witnesses of the work. The inspection of these testimonia shows, on the one hand, that the structure of treatise V of the Ilāhiyyāt as it appears in the Cairo edition is widely attested in the most ancient phase of the work's transmission (section I). Some of these codices, on the other hand, document substantial variations of the structure of Ilāhiyyāt V: a manuscript of the beginning of the thirteenth century, followed by many later codices (section II), the Latin translation (section III), and a manuscript of the late thirteenth century (section IV) report the variations described above. The chronological data at our disposal indicate therefore the existence of different 6) accounts of treatise V in the very early stage of the transmission of the work. The textual evidence discussed in each of the following sections is cumulatively resumed and summarized in the synoptic table of Appendix A. Appendix B discusses how many manuscripts were precisely used in the Cairo printed version of the Ilāhiyyāt.
I. The Cairo Edition
In the current edition of the Ilāhiyyāt, published in Cairo in 1960, 8 The Cairo editors provide two kinds of numeration of the chapters of treatise V (as well as of the other treatises of the Ilāhiyyāt): first, they report between square brackets the term "chapter" (fa˙sl) followed by an ordinal number; 9 second, they add between round brackets a cardinal numeration by means of the abǧad system. 10 These two kinds of numeration are rarely attested in manuscripts and, as the square brackets indicate, are in all likelihood editorial additions. 11 Numeration apart, the concrete disposition of the various chapters of treatise V in the Cairo edition is attested by the majority of codices: beside the manuscripts used by the Cairo editors and the Tehran lithograph, it is also found in a variety of other manuscripts, and goes back to some of the most ancient witnesses of the work. 12 The structure of the treatise looks straightforward: two introductory chapters (V, 1-2), regarding universals in general, are followed by a series of chapters deal-10) On this system of numeration, see Adam Gacek, Arabic Manuscripts: A Vademecum for Readers (Leiden: Brill, 2009), 11-13 ("Arabic alpha-numerical notation"). 11) I am aware of only one case of (partial) adoption of the first kind of numeration in the marginal annotation of the Berlin manuscript discussed in Section III below. This type of numeration is occasionally adopted by the Tehran lithograph of the Ilāhiyyāt (see, for example, the mention of chapters I, 1, and I, 2). The second kind of numeration is attested, to the best of my knowledge, only in the list of chapters that precedes the beginning of treatise V in the main text of some manuscripts (see, for example, ms. Oxford, Bodleian Pococke 110, discussed in section II), or in the margins of others (see, for instance, ms. Cairo, Dār al-Kutub 826, below, n. 33). Other codices place cardinal consecutive Arabic numerals, not abǧad letters, on the various occurrences of the term "chapter" (see below, n. 24). 12) Of the thirteen dated manuscripts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries mentioned in Bertolacci, "On the Manuscripts of the Ilāhiyyāt, " 71, the arrangement of chapters proper to the Cairo edition can be found in the following: Tehran, Millī Malik Library 1085 (509H/1115; I wish to thank Hamed Naji Isfahani for having checked this manuscript, which I have not been able to consult personally); Dār al-Kutub al-Miṡriyya, Aḣmad Taymūr ing with the universals that constitute the essence of things, namely the genus (V, [3] [4] , the species (V, 5) and the differentia (V, 6); the last three chapters (V, 7-9) , on the other hand, focus on issues concerning the definition. Whereas chapters V, 1-6 are the resumption and the ontological "foundation" in metaphysics of topics already discussed in the logical part of the Šifāʾ (especially, in the first section of logic, which corresponds to Porphyry's Isagoge), 13 the last two chapters (V, 8-9) are Avicenna's reformulation of themes expounded by Aristotle in Metaphysics, book Zeta, chapters 4-5 and 10. 14 The account of treatise V that Avicenna offers in the preliminary chapter I, 4, devoted to outlining the content of all the following treatises of the work, does not contradict this scheme, although it joins the topic treated at the end of chapter V, 2 (whole and part) together with the exposition of the senses of universal and particular with which chapter V, 1 starts, and does not mention explicitly the treatment of differentia and definition in chapters V, 6-9 (possibly included under the phrase "what is like" genus and species in I, 4). 15 On closer inspection, however, the arrangement of the nine chapters of the fifth treatise is less coherent than it may seem at first sight. In particular, three structural problems emerge. First, in the middle of chapter V, 4 one finds a recapitulation of the theme of the first three chapters of the treatise (V, 1-3) and of the previous part of chapter V, 4, that is quite unexpected in the central part of chapter V, 4, since a transition passage like this would fit much better the beginning (or, alternatively, the end) of a textual unit. Here is the English translation of the passage in question: Text 1 We have made known the nature of the universal, how it exists [= V, [1] [2] , and how the genus, among them [i.e. the universals] differs from matter [= V, 3] , according to a way [of investigation] from which other ways [of investigation]-which we will expound later-can branch out. We have [also] made known which things the genus contains among those through which it is specified [= previous part of V , 4] . 16 Moreover, the part of chapter V, 4 that follows immediately this passage contains a prospective reference to two forthcoming topics, only one of which appears to Whereas the first of the two aforementioned investigations starts immediately after Text 2 (see "As to the first investigation, …", ammā l-ba˙h¯tu l-awwalu, in the following line), it remains uncertain where the second investigation precisely occurs. The sentence "As to the second investigation, …" (ammā l-ba˙h¯tu l-¯tānī), which one reads ten lines later in chapter V, 4 of the Cairo edition, is omitted in some of the oldest Arabic codices (among which one of those used in the Cairo edition) and in the Latin translation. 18 This sentence is quite suspect: the pericope that it introduces does not fit the description of the second investigation announced by Avicenna in Text 2. The sentence looks therefore a somewhat pedestrian attempt by a later scribe or reader of the Ilāhiyyāt of finding a posteriori within chapter V, 4 a referent of the second investigation mentioned in Text 2 by Avicenna. 19 The second investigation alluded to by Avicenna in Text 2 refers probably to a portion of the Ilāhiyyāt that goes beyond chapter V, 4. The following chapter V, 5 would be a plausible referent of the second investigation, since it deals with the universal "species" and canvasses this latter as a nature realized (muta˙ha˙s˙sila, the same term employed in the announcement of the second investigation in Text 2) from the genus and the differentia.
Second, chapter V, 5 is unexpectedly very short (less than one page and half, i.e. sixteen lines, in the Cairo edition), being in this way the shortest chapter of the treatise. Being pivotal in the layout of the treatise because of its centrality, as well as fundamental doctrinally, in so far as it deals with the most important of the essential universals, namely the species, one would expect this chapter to be much more extensive. The impression of an anomalous extent is confirmed by the comparison of chapter V, 5 with the other chapters of the work: chapter V, 5 is by far the shortest chapter not only of treatise V, but also of the Ilāhiyyāt in its entirety: more precisely, it is less than one third of the chapter that follows it in the rank of shortness, i.e. chapter I, 4, which covers fifty-six lines. Chapter I, 4, however, is an introductory chapter devoted to summarize preliminarily the content of the Ilāhiyyāt; its relative shortness, therefore, is not at all surprising. The exceptional brevity of chapter V, 5, by contrast, is incongruous with the average length of the chapters of treatise V and of the other chapters of the Ilāhiyyāt. 20 Third, chapter V, 8, according to its title, deals with definition in general. Nonetheless it does not precede, but rather follows chapter V, 7, whose topic is a particular aspect of definition, namely the relationship of the definition with the thing defined. The sequence of chapters V, 7 and V, 8 would therefore much more reasonably be inverse. Moreover, chapter V, 7 starts with the exposition of an objection regarding the commonly accepted view of definition, an objection which is subsequently rejected: this abrupt incursion into a "dialectical" issue is unusual for Avicenna: our author usually faces objections and provides their refutations after having positively expounded his own standpoint on a certain topic. 21 With regard to the last two problems a further observation is in order: chapters V, 5 and V, 8 bear very short titles ("Chapter on species, " "Chapter on definition") in comparison with the more comprehensive and articulated titles of the other chapters of treatise V. These latter invariably integrate the mention of their main topics (like universals, genus, differentia) with supplementary notations. The climax of this tendency is reached in chapter V, 2. Brevity in titles of chapters is not totally unusual in the Ilāhiyyāt (see, for example, the equally short title of chapter IX, 7 "Chapter on the [celestial] destination [of human souls after death]"), but represents in any case, both in treatise V and in the Ilāhiyyāt tout court, the exception to the rule.
It can be hardly coincidental that exactly the three chapters (V, 4; V, 5; V, 8) that present the structural difficulties just recalled undergo in the manuscript tradition multiform ways of transmission. Distinct textual witnesses, some of 20) The wa-ammā … fa-construction at the beginning of chapter V, 5 (wa-ammā l-nawʿu fa-innahū …) might be taken as the correspective of the sentence "As to the first investigation, …" (ammā l-ba˙h¯tu l-awwalu) in chapter V, 4. This construction, however, is in no way unusual at the beginning of a chapter: see, for example, the same construction at the beginning of chapters I, 3, I, 8; III, 8 etc. 21) See Bertolacci, The Reception, [240] [241] [242] [243] [244] [245] which are considered in the following sections, convey a layout of treatise V that is considerably different from the one transmitted in the Cairo edition. 22 In his translation Horten adopted the articulation of chapter V, 4 proper of the former two manuscripts, so that, because of the bipartition of this chapter, his translation of treatise V consists of ten, rather than nine, chapters. Direct inspection allows to observe that in both manuscripts the beginning of the additional chapter starts exactly at the same place, corresponding to p. 225, 5 of the Cairo edition, namely at the beginning of Text 1 above; the start of a new chapter is signaled by the interlinear addition of the term "Chapter" (fa˙sl) by the same hand in the Berlin manuscript (confirmed by a marginal addition of this term by another hand) and by the marginal addition of this term, apparently by the same hand, in the London manuscript. 23 In both manuscripts, however, the resulting division into ten chapters does not match with the number of chapters indicated at the beginning of the treatise: the Berlin manuscript mentions eight chapters, whereas the London manuscript seven. 24 The reason of the divergence between the number of prospected chapters and the number of actual chapters remains obscure. 23) The title of the second part of chapter V, 4 that one reads in Horten's German translation ("Die Bestimmungen (Dinge), die das Genus enthält, " 328) is apparently an insertion by the translator. 24) In the London manuscript, the term fa˙sl of chapters V, 1-9 is accompanied, above the line, by Arabic numerals forming a progressive series (the fa˙sl of chapters V, 7 and V, 8 are both numbered with number 7). 25) As a matter of fact, the Berlin manuscript leaves a lacuna at the beginning of chapters V, 7 and V, 10 (i.e. chapters V, 6 and V, 9 according to the Cairo edition) and omits in these two places the term "Chapter" (fa˙sl). Thus the actual number of times that the term "Chapter" appears in the titles of the The layout of treatise V in these two manuscripts is therefore the following (among square brackets I add the number of chapters that results from the division adopted by these two codices, and their correspondences with the chapters of the Cairo edition): AlsoḢ.Ḣasan Zādah al-Āmulī, the editor of a printing of the Ilāhiyyāt published in Qum in 1997/8, records in a footnote to chapter V, 4, p. 225, 5 , that two of the codices that he uses present at this point the beginning of a new chapter, although the number of chapters of treatise V that these codices announce at the beginning of treatise V is, in both cases, nine rather than ten. 26 The identity and date of these codices, as of the other manuscripts used by al-Āmulī, remains regrettably unknown. What al-Āmulī says in the aforementioned footnote lets one surmise that the kind of articulation of chapter V, 4 attested by these two codices is similar to the one presented by the Berlin and the London codices, i.e. that it is effected through the insertion, either in the text or in the margins, chapters of treatise V is eight, rather than ten. The number seven in the London manuscript might be the result of a confusion of "seven" with "nine, " two numerals whose unpointed skeleton in Arabic is identical. Reckonings of seven chapters of treatise V are otherwise attested in the manuscript tradition (see section III below). 26) Ibn Sīnā, al-Ilāhiyyāt min Kitāb al-Šifāʾ, ed. byḢasanḢasan Zādah al-Āmulī (Qum: Maktab al-Iʿlām al-Islāmī, Markaz al-Našr, 1418 H.q., 1376 H.š. [= 1997/8] ), 227, n. 2: "This place is introduced by "chapter" (fa˙sl) in two manuscripts I have. This does not contradict what is said at the beginning of the treatise, namely that it consists of nine chapters, since the determination of the number of chapters at the beginnings of treatises is not by Avicenna, but is someone else's addition" (translation mine). of the term "Chapter" (fa˙sl). Differently from Horten, al-Āmulī maintains the articulation of treatise V in nine chapters, as in the Cairo edition.
Indications of the division of chapter V, 4 into two autonomous parts surface in manuscripts of the Ilāhiyyāt decidedly older than those considered so far. It is noteworthy, for example, that ms. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Pococke 110 (601H/1204 or 604H/1207) presents treatise V as divided into nine chapters, as in the Cairo edition, but, at the point of transition from p. 225, 4 to p. 225, 5 of chapter V, 4, it reports a marginal abbreviation (the ‫ه‬ of intahā) similar to those that regularly occur at the end of chapters V, 1-9 (and of most of the other chapters of the Ilāhiyyāt) to indicate the conclusion of these chapters. One can therefore take this sign as equivalent to, although less conspicuous than, the term fa˙sl in the Berlin and the London manuscripts: while fa˙sl marks there the beginning of a new chapter at p. 225, 5, the sign ‫ه‬ marks here the end of a chapter at p. 225, 4. 27 In all these witnesses, a bipartition of chapter V, 4 conducive to making Text 1 the beginning of a new chapter removes the structural problem given by the presence of the transitional passage (Text 1) within chapter V, 4 in the Cairo edition. 28 Moreover, the fragmentation of chapter V, 4 thus obtained makes less noticeable the shortness of chapter V, 5: this latter results to be preceded, not by a long chapter like V, 4 in the Cairo edition, but by two briefer textual units. Some of the problems presented by the Cairo edition and recalled in section I above are therefore avoided or lessened.
The circulation of the second part of chapter V, 4 as a textual unit simply introduced by interlinear or marginal markers (either the term fa˙sl or the abbreviation for intahā), without an autonomous title, may look suspect, and be taken as an intervention on the text by a scribe or reader puzzled by the content of the chapter and willing to evidence its inner structure. The omission of the descriptive part of the title of chapters after the term fa˙sl is not unusual in codices of the Ilāhiyyāt: 29 these chapters, however, albeit lacking titles, do not cease to be 27) A bipartition of chapter V, 4 analogous to that examined in the present section, although not totally identical (since the beginning of the additional chapter falls in this case a few lines later, on p. 226, 3 of chapter V, 4 of the Cairo edition), occurs in the Ankara manuscript that I am going to examine in section IV. 28) All the aforementioned witnesses present chapter V, 5 as an independent chapter. The sentence "As to the second investigation, …" (ammā l-ba˙h¯tu l-¯tānī) in chapter V, 4 is absent in the Oxford and the London manuscripts. 29) The descriptive part of the title of chapter V, 5 ("… on the species") is absent, for instance, in ms. Daiber Collection III 131, where only the term fa˙sl ("Chapter") appears. An analogous omission regards the descriptive part of the title of chapter V, 8 ("… on the definition") in ms. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Pococke 125 (561H/1166 or 571/1175); also in this case, only the term fa˙sl ("Chapter") appears, without the other two following elements of the title. Other codices too autonomous units, structurally distinct from previous and following chapters, since in their case the term fa˙sl occurs in the text and not in the margins or between the lines. Future research will hopefully assess whether the manuscript tradition of the Ilāhiyyāt presents more effective ways of bisecting chapter V, 4.
III. The Latin Translation, and a Marginal Annotation in Ms. Berlin, Minutoli 229
A much more clear-cut and radical variation in the articulation and disposition of the chapters of treatise V of the Ilāhiyyāt occurs in the Latin Medieval translation, datable approximately to the third quarter of the twelfth century in Toledo. 30 This time the variation with respect to the Cairo edition presents three aspects: (1) the conflation of a first pair of consecutive chapters, (2) the conflation of a second pair of consecutive chapters, and (3) the transposition of the second pair of consecutive chapters before the chapter that precedes them in the Cairo edition. In this way, the Latin translation presents treatise V in its entirety as consisting of only seven chapters: The first three chapters of the Latin translation (I-III) 31 faithfully reflect chapters V, 1-3 in the Cairo edition. The fourth chapter (IV), on the other hand, is the result of the conflation of chapters V, 4 and V, 5. Two other consecutive chapters (V, 7 and V, 8) are not only conflated in a single chapter but also regarded as the fifth unit (V) of the treatise, i.e. they are moved before the chapter that precedes them in the Cairo edition (V, 6), which becomes the sixth chapter (VI) of the treatise. The seventh, last, chapter (VII) of the Latin translation corresponds to chapter V, 9 in the Cairo edition. In this way, the Latin translation provides a sufficiently coherent outlook of treatise V: after the two introductory chapters on universals in general, one finds two chapters dealing with the genus, one with the species/definition, one with the differentia, and one with the relationship between the definition and its parts (one of which is the differentia). In this way, the three problems that emerge in the Cairo edition-namely (a) the transitional passage and the announcement of the topic of chapter V, 5 in the middle of chapter V, 4 (see Texts 1-2 above); (b) the succinctness of chapter V, 5; and (c) the postponement of a chapter on definition in general (V, 8) to a chapter dealing with a particular aspect of definition (V, 7)-do not subsist anymore: since chapters V, 4 and V, 5 constitute one and the same textual unit, the transitional passage in chapter V, 4 appears as an internal articulation of this unit, the prospective reference to a second investigation is concretely implemented by the annexation of chapter V, 5 to chapter V, 4, 32 and this annexation considerably increases the length of chapter V, 5; likewise, in so far as chapter V, 8 is the continuation of chapter V, 7, its topic does not represent a hysteron proteron with respect to the topic of the preceding chapter.
The same roster of chapters that we find in the Latin translation appears in a marginal annotation of the Berlin manuscript (Minutoli 229, fol. 67 r ) analyzed 31) In all likelihood, the Roman numerals preceding the titles of the chapters in the critical edition of the Latin translation are editorial insertions. 32) In the Latin translation nothing corresponds to the phrase "As to the second investigation, …" (ammā l-ba˙h¯tu l-¯tānī) in chapter V, 4 (see above, the considerations on Text 2). in section II. This annotation, by a different hand, occurs at the beginning of treatise V and is meant to provide a division into chapters alternative to that offered by the manuscript. In all likelihood, it is the marginal annotator who corrects the number "eight" that the Berlin manuscript uses to count the chapters of treatise V (fol. 67 r , 7) with a number "seven" written above the line:
[1] The first [chapter] : Chapter on common things [2] The second [chapter]: On the modality according to which universality pertains to universal natures (completion of the discussion of this [topic] ) and on the difference between whole and part, universal and particular [3] The third [chapter] : Chapter on the distinction between genus and matter [4] The fourth [chapter] : Chapter on the modality according to which the notions external to the genus enter into its nature [5] The fifth [chapter] : Chapter on determining the definition and the thing defined [6] The sixth [chapter] : Chapter on ascertaining the differentia [7] The seventh [chapter] : Chapter on the relationship between the definition and its parts
The resemblance with the Latin translation is striking. The number and disposition of chapters is exactly the same, although in the marginal annotation the titles are occasionally shortened. The manuscript from which this annotation is taken belongs in all likelihood to the same family of Arabic codices from which the Latin translation derives. On account of the aforementioned elements of similarity, we can assume that also in this manuscript the fourth chapter encompassed both chapter V, 4 and chapter V, 5 in the Cairo edition, whereas the fifth chapter embraced chapter V, 7 and chapter V, 8. The two conflations that characterize the Latin translation and the marginal annotation in the Berlin manuscript have some partial correspondences also in other Arabic codices. Some manuscripts, for example, provide a defective count of the chapters of treatise V by disregarding chapter V, 5. 33 Other codices, on the 33) Ms. Cairo, Dār al-Kutub 826 (1084H/1673), for example-a codex used in the Cairo edition (see below, Appendix B)-transmits all nine chapters of treatise V as distinct from one another, each with its own complete title, but shows in the margins a numeration of these chapters, made by means of letters of the Arabic alphabet according to the system abǧad, in which chapter V, 5 is not taken into account and is not associated to any letter. In this way, only chapters V, 1-4 and 6-9 are reckoned in the marginal numeration, and the overall series of chapters of treatise V is made by eight, rather than nine, units. Accordingly, a marginal note presents treatise V, after its first mention (al-maqālatu l-˘hāmisatu), as consisting of eight rather than nine chapters (wa-fīhā¯tamāniyatu fu˙sūlin).
other hand, omit completely the title of chapter V, 8, although they report the content of this chapter at its place, and state from the outset that the treatise consists of nine chapters. 34 Finally, some manuscripts transmit all nine chapters of treatise V as distinct from one another, each bearing its own title, and nonetheless indicate initially, at the beginning of the treatise, that the number of chapters amounts to eight, rather than nine. 35 Although this fact can depend on the neglect of any chapter of treatise V (some codices, for instance, fix to eight the number of the chapters of treatise V just because they overlook chapter V, 3 in the reckoning 36 ), it is also compatible with a scenario given by one of the two conflations examined in the present section.
The rearrangement of the chapters of treatise V that occurs in the Latin translation and in the marginal annotation of the Berlin manuscript is too complex to be coincidental. The two conflations and the transposition do not seem to be produced by bare mechanical accidents of the process of copy. On the other hand, the agreement between the Latin translation and a note of an Arabic manuscript of different geographical provenience (we know from the colophon that the Berlin manuscript was copied in Iṡfahān, and we can suppose that also the codex from which the marginal annotation was taken came from the Islamic East) prompt us to exclude that the Latin translator(s) used an Arabic manuscript (or a sample of Arabic codices) in which the series of chapters of treatise V was as it is in the Cairo edition, but decided on his (their) own to give a new arrangement to the structure of the treatise. The only alternative we are left with is that some agent of the manuscript transmission of the work decided to change radically the disposition of the chapters of treatise V in the period of time going from the composition of the Ilāhiyyāt to the epoch of its Latin translation (third quarter of the twelfth century).
34) This happens, for example, in ms. Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek Or. 4 (see above, n. 22), in which the title of chapter V, 8 ("Chapter on the definition, " fa˙sl fī l-˙hadd) is absent in the main text, and is only added in the margin by a different hand. 35) This happens, for example, in mss. Cairo, Dār al-Kutub 262 (1337H/1918, copy of a ms. of 992H/1584)-a codex occasionally employed in the Cairo edition (see below, Appendix B)-and Lucknow, Nadwat al-ʿUlamāʾ,˙hikma wa-falsafa 59 (no date; on this codex, see the article by Asad Q. Ahmed in the present volume): in these two codices, after the mention of "the fifth treatise" (al-maqālatu l-˘hāmisatu), we find the indication that its chapters are eight (wa-fīhā¯tamāniyatu fu˙sūlin in the former,¯tamāniyatu fu˙sūlin in the latter). 36) See the list of chapters that precedes the beginning of treatise V in ms. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Pococke 110 (see above, n. 11). The same neglect of individual chapters can be noticed in the list of chapters of treatises III and VIII in this manuscript.
IV. Ms. Ankara, National Library B153
The climax of the tendency to present an outline of treatise V different from the one found in the Cairo edition is reached by the ms. Ankara, Millī Kütüphane (National Library) B153. This codex, that only recent research has discovered, was written in 694H/1294 by a certain ʿAbd Allāh ibn Arġus al-Baġdādī in the city of Mārdīn (or Māridīn) in South East Turkey. 37 The Ankara manuscript sums up all the modification we have seen so far in the other textual witnesses examined, namely the splitting of single chapters into distinct units, the merging of distinct chapters into a single unit, and the transposition of chapters from the place they occupy in the Cairo edition. In this case, however, all these variations are more far-reaching than in the manuscripts or translations examined before: the splitting of single chapters occurs twice (chapter V, 1 and chapter V, 4); the chapters merged together are non-consecutive (V, 5 and V, 8) ; and the transposition involves a three-step removal of a chapter from its original position (chapter V, 8 precedes both chapter V, 6 and chapter V, 7). The outline of treatise V in the Ankara manuscript is the following: All the chapters but one (the third in the sequence of the Ankara manuscript, corresponding to chapter V, 2 in the Cairo edition) are reported without the part of the title following the term "Chapter" (fa˙sl). Two chapters (V, 1 and V, 4) are split into two parts; conversely, two other chapters (V, 5 and V, 8) are merged together. In this way, the Ankara manuscript articulates treatise V into a series of ten chapters. The division of chapter V, 4 falls precisely where the Cairo 37) The colophon states: (1) faraġa min taʿlīqihī l-ʿabdu l-muftaqiru ilā raḣmati (2) Rabbihī wa-ġuf-rānihī ʿAbd Allāh ibn Arġus (?) (3) al-Baġdādī wa-dālika bi(?)-awāhiri šahri Rabīʿi (4) l-āhiri min edition reports the sentence "As to the second investigation, …" (ammā l-ba˙h¯tu l-¯tānī), which the Ankara manuscript omits; the division of V, 4 can therefore be seen as an attempt to stress the transition to what might be taken to be the second topic announced in Text 2, but it could also have other explanations. The merging of chapters V, 5 and V, 8, on the other hand, removes, with a single move, the other two structural problems affecting these chapters in the Cairo edition: by the addition of chapter V, 8, chapter V, 5 ceases to be short; through its association with a previous chapter, chapter V, 8 ceases to be an autonomous and noticeable treatment of a topic that would naturally precede, rather than follow, that of the previous chapter. The association of two chapters dealing with the same topic (species in chapter V, 5; definition in chapter V, 8) looks therefore particularly effective.
The division of chapters V, 1 and V, 4 into two halves does not occur by chance, but reflects fundamental junctions of the chapters under consideration. 38 Similar bipartitions of single chapters take place also elsewhere in this manuscript; 39 in one case (chapter VI, 5), a single chapter is divided into three distinct units. To the best of my knowledge, this tendency to articulate the content of the work in discrete textual units represents a peculiar aspect of the manuscript under examination. The systematic omissions of the descriptive parts of the titles of chapters is another striking feature of this codex, also beyond the boundaries of treatise V. 40 This omissive attitude with regard to titles is congruent with a more general tendency to brevity proper of this codex: one notices in it omissions of passages, even of considerable length, as well as shortenings of sentences. 41 The sanati arbaʿin wa-tisʿīna wa-sittimiʾatin (5) al-hilāliyyati bi-maḣrūsati Mārdīna (or: Māridīna) sānahā (6) Allāhu ʿani l-adā. I wish to thank Jan J. Witkam and Adam Gacek for their enlightening remarks on difficult points of this text. 38) In the case of chapter V, 1, the bipartition falls at p. 200, 14, immediately after a sentence (p. 200, 13) in which Avicenna declares that he is going to summarize and rephrase the previous treatment of the doctrine of universals. In the case of chapter V, 4, the bipartition is posited at p. 226, 3, where the Cairo edition and some codices place the sentence "As to the second investigation, …" (see above, section I). The Ankara manuscript does not report this sentence. 39) Chapters I, 1; III, 6; IV, 2; VI, 3; VII, 2; VIII, 1; VIII, 3; IX, 2. 40) Of the 61 chapters of the Ilāhiyyāt (each of which has a title in the Cairo edition), the Ankara manuscript reports a title only in fourteen cases (besides chapter V, 2, also chapters I, 4; VI, [4] [5] VII, [1] [2] [3] VIII, [1] [2] [3] VIII, [4] [5] [6] IX, 1) ; in seven other cases (the remaining seven chapters of the first treatise), the titles are added in the margins by a second hand. 41) See, for example, the omission on fol. 65 r of the pericope V, 1, p. 197, 2-5, or the shortening on fol. 71 v of the sentence V, 3, p. 215, 12 (fa-in u˘hi¯da l-˙hassāsuǧisman aw šayʾan lahū l-˙hissu …, "If the sensitive is taken as a body or something having sensation …") into fa-in u˘hi¯da l-˙hassāsǔ gisman lahū l-˙hissu …, "If the sensitive is taken as a body having sensation …"), where the precision aw šayʾan ("or something"), common to other codices, looks in fact redundant. These two, and other similar cases, do not appear to be omissions by homeoteleuton, like, for example, that regarding the passage V, 9, p. 252, 2-5 (fa-inna l-quwwata min˙hay¯tu hiya quwwatun …˙sārat tilka l-quwwatu opposite trend to add textual material lacking in the Cairo edition looks, at first sight, more rare. 42 By contrast, the transposition of chapter V, 8 and its conflation with chapter V, 5 represents a unique case in the codex. The joint presentation of chapters V, 5 and V, 8 is quite noteworthy, since the conflation of two distinct chapters seems to go against the aforementioned tendency of this manuscript to split chapters, rather than to merge them.
Thus, on the one hand the Ankara manuscript emphasizes pivotal structural splices of treatise V by introducing two new chapters, without paying too much attention, in general, to the titles of chapters; on the other hand, it audaciously and smartly transposes chapter V, 8, placing it as the continuation of chapter V, 5. Whereas the first aspect can be taken as a peculiarity introduced by the extensor of the manuscript itself or of its immediate ancestors, the second aspect can hardly be considered an accident of transmission in this way, and seems rather to point to a "core" original feature of the text as conveyed by this codex, far beyond the idiosyncracies of copyists or readers. As in the case of the textual witnesses examined in the previous sections, the modification at hand is so precise and effective that one has to suppose a willful intervention on the text of the treatise by some agent involved in the process of its transmission. The issue that has to be settled is, of course, which kind of agent was able and entitled to introduce into the text of the Ilāhiyyāt modifications so marked as the ones we have observed in the Ankara manuscript and in the other testimonies.
Conclusion
The examples discussed in the previous sections have different weights, and the three cases taken into account should in principle be kept distinct from one another. The first case regards a thin kind of evidence (marginal or interlinear additions regarding a single chapter of the treatise, which become more and more visible in late manuscripts), in comparison with the much stronger evidence of the second case (a markedly original arrangement of many of the chapters of the treatise in one of the earliest testimonia of the work), whereas the evidence provided by the third case is mixed (deriving partly from peculiar features of the codex in question, partly from an original restructuring of the text it transmits).
al-qarībatu mawǧūdatan bi-l-fiʿli …) which becomes on fol. 84 v , 1-3, of the Ankara manuscript fa-inna l-quwwata al-qarībata mawǧūdatun bi-l-fiʿli. I am very grateful to Silvia Di Vincenzo for the observations contained in the present and in the following footnote. 42) See, for example, the addition of a few lines before fa-naqūlu at V, 3, p. 213, 11, on fol. 71 r , 2-9. The Ankara manuscript is the only codex known to me to add this passage, which might be omitted in other codices because of homoarchton (the added passage reads: fa-naqūlu yaǧibu an taʿlama anna l-maʿnā etc.). One may notice the authorial tenor of this passage ("We say: you must know that the meaning etc.") which resembles closely Avicenna's style.
Nonetheless, this varied evidence documents cumulatively that the manuscript tradition of treatise V of the Ilāhiyyāt is quite multifarious in the very first centuries of the transmission of this work. The most ancient witnesses of the work corroborate, on the one hand, the disposition of chapters of treatise V adopted in the Cairo edition; on the other hand, at least three of them, of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, arrange the profile of this treatise quite differently from one another and from the versio vulgata reproduced in the Cairo edition. The variations are wide ranging, since they regard, directly or indirectly, five of the nine chapters of the treatise that appear in the Cairo edition. The overall situation can be summarized as follows: Moreover, all the witnesses examined here present coherent and sensible ways of arranging the roster of chapters of treatise V, without getting involved in the structural problems that the Cairo edition raises, namely the anomalous presence of a severing transition passage in the middle of chapter V, 4, the puzzling shortness of chapter V, 5, and the unnatural postponement of chapter V, 8 to chapter V, 7. In so far as chapter V, 4 is divided into two distinct parts or continues uninterruptedly in chapter V, 5, it either gives structural force to the transition passage that it contains, or it acquires a textual width sufficient to make sense of it; in so far as chapter V, 5 is conflated with another chapter (be it V, 4 or V, 8), it stops amazing the reader because of its brevity; and in so far as chapter V, 8 is merged with a previous chapter (be it V, 7 or V, 5), the treatment of definition as such in V, 8 ceases to follow the treatment of the definition in connection with the thing defined in V, 7. Some configurations are more effective than others, with a peak represented by the Latin translation. But also the other, less comprehensive, ways of escaping the structural odds of the Cairo edition are, although on a more limited scale, forcible and persuasive. In other words, in all cases we are in front of alternative ways of structuring the content of treatise V that are both reasonable and, in all likelihood, deliberate, i.e. too reasonable not to be deliberate. Although a confusion regarding chapters is more likely to happen in a treatise on universals than elsewhere, 43 we are definitely in front of conscious and willful decisions, rather than of mechanical accidents of the process of textual transmission. We can reasonably suppose that treatise V of the Ilāhiyyāt does not represent an exceptional case, and that the same situation of multiform manuscript tradition may regard also other treatises of the Ilāhiyyāt or other parts of the Šifāʾ. A perusal of the content of the Ilāhiyyāt shows a series of loci critici, like internal incoherences (see, for example, those resulting from the comparison of the outlines of some of the treatises of the works presented in the preliminary chapter I, 4, and the actual content of the treatises in question), 44 duplications of sections having the same content (like the repetition of the topic of chapters I, 6-7, on the Necessary Existent's unity, in chapter VIII, 5, whose title stresses the presence of a previous treatment of the same subject), 45 and stylistic imperfections (like the abrupt beginning of chapter II, 2, which looks more like the continuation of the title than the actual start of the chapter). 46 All these problematic passages, which indicate a painstaking process of composition of the Ilāhiyyāt, may constitute additional test-cases for the type of investigation proposed here.
43) The polysemic term fa˙sl ("chapter, " "distinction") acquires in the context of the discussion of universals a further shade of meaning, conveying also the idea of "differentia, " i.e. "specific difference" (these three different meanings are visible in the titles of the chapters of Ilāhiyyāt V). This being the case, the possible confusion of fa˙sl in the sense of "chapter" with fa˙sl in the sense of "distinction" or "differentia, " and its neglect as a marker of the beginning of a chapter-especially if this term occurs alone, not accompanied by the rest of the title, or if it is not sufficiently evidenced by rubrication or other devices-is more likely to occur. However, to explain all the variations we have discussed here simply as scribal errors would be too laborious: we should suppose, for instance, that the exemplars of the various testimonia taken into account articulated very sharply the content of some chapters (like V, 4) or omitted, either in part or totally, the titles of other chapters (like V, 5 and V, 8) , and that careless copyists or translators of these exemplars split the former chapters or joined together the latter. Even in this case the transposition of chapters (especially of non-consecutive chapters) would be hard to explain as a mechanical event. Above all, all these different types of mistakes should have occurred in a very short period of time (about a century and a half after the composition of the Ilāhiyyāt).
44) The problem concerns in particular treatises III and VII (I, 4, pp. 25, 14-26, 1, and pp. 26, 17-27, 8, respectively) , since the treatment of unity originally announced in treatise VII is actually placed by Avicenna in treatise III; and treatise IV (ibid., p. 26, 1-2) whose outline in I, 4 does not seem to match in any particular way the actual content of the treatise. Of course, Avicenna might have changed his own mind on the most suitable content of the various treatises while he was writing the Ilāhiyyāt, or he might have simply chosen to present the outlook of the work in the preliminary chapter I, 4 differently from its actual content. Nonetheless, the aforementioned incongruences might have also solicited an effort of revision and refinement of the Ilāhiyyāt, regardless whether by Avicenna or by someone else. 45) See Ilāhiyyāt, VIII, 5, p. 349, 8-10. 46) See Ilāhiyyāt, II, 2, p. 61, 4. In front of this scenario, future research is asked to address a series of interrelated issues. The first and fundamental task is to determine how many other witnesses of the Ilāhiyyāt, beside the aforementioned testimonia, convey the alternative versions of treatise V considered here, and which is their genetic affiliation and stemmatic relation, determined on the basis of their date, geographical provenience, common errors etc. The second desideratum is to assess whether the versio vulgata represented by the Cairo edition, despite being apparently the most widespread, is also the first version of the treatise, or rather an adjustment, which subsequently gained wider diffusion, of a previous account of it, like one of those documented in sections II-IV above. Finally and most importantly: if, as it seems, the variations taken into account in the present article presuppose an intentional effort of reformulation of the profile of treatise V, shall we ascribe them exclusively to post-Avicennian agents (scribes, owners of manuscripts, first disciples etc.?) or can we trace them back to Avicenna himself ? In other words, is Avicenna responsible of only one version of this treatise (regardless of whether the author's version is the versio vulgata or a different one), from which the others derived through conscious revisions by scribes and users, or did he author more than one of the aforementioned accounts?
Only a future exhaustive investigation of the countless codices preserving the text of the Ilāhiyyāt will be able to provide a clarification of these questions. The line of research proposed here, however, is worth pursuing also before the definitive solution of queries like the aforementioned. On the one hand, it points to the existence, if not of recensions, at least of hyparchetypes that stand very high in the stemma codicum and originate distinct fundamental families of codices of the Ilāhiyyāt. On the other hand, it shows the importance of the Latin translation as a witness of the Arabic text of the Ilāhiyyāt, 47 and, conversely, it sheds important light on the Arabic background of this translation, paving the way towards the identification of the Arabic manuscript(s) (or family thereof ) from which the Latin version was made. Finally, it is conducive to a better grasp of the way in which Avicenna's works were used by immediate disciples, subsequent scholars, knowledgeable owners of manuscripts etc., showing possibly that Avicenna's philosophical masterpiece prompted not only the effort of faithful transmission, but also the tendency towards free adaptation, and that these two trends might have interacted within the process of manuscript dissemination. A paradigmatic figure is, again, Abū ʿUbayd al-Ǧūzǧānī. He was, on the hand, the "amanuensis" of Avicenna, 48 namely the disciple who recorded the master's dictations and took 47) See, on this topic, the article by Jules Janssens in the present volume. 48) This expression is aptly used by T. Street in his Introduction to Avicenna's Deliverance: Logic, Translation and Notes by Asad Q. Ahmed (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), xxii. good care of his works. On the other hand, he was the real editor of some of the master's writings, most famously of Avicenna's Book of Salvation (Kitāb al-Naǧāt), which al-Ǧūzǧānī assembled from scattered pieces and wrapped up. 49 Also from the ecdotic point of view, a better knowledge of the "school" of Avicenna, of the attitude of his members towards authority, and of the textual activities performed in its circuit, remains a crucial task of future research. 
